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Abstract. This research delves into the intricacies of marketing strategies employed for the Chinese historical drama series "Empresses in the Palace." This study reveals vital insights through a comprehensive analysis of the existing marketing approaches and the unique challenges the historical drama genre poses. The “Empresses in the Palace” marketing strategies demonstrated innovation and creativity against intense competition within the historical drama landscape. Bridging the historical-contemporary gap and sustaining viewer engagement emerged as prominent challenges. This research has proposed various strategies tailored to address these challenges effectively. These strategies encompass diversified trailers, interactive engagement initiatives, and the integration of augmented reality experiences, aiming to optimize marketing endeavors. They seek to captivate contemporary audiences and maintain their interest throughout the series. The significance of the findings extends beyond this singular case, offering valuable lessons for historical drama marketing and its broader implications for the entertainment industry. This research recognizes the need for ongoing adaptation and innovation in engaging audiences with captivating historical narratives.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Research Background

Historical drama series hold a distinct allure in the sprawling realm of entertainment, where narratives leap off screens into human lives. These series are not just tales; they are portals into bygone eras. One such series that has left an indelible mark on viewers' hearts is "Empresses in the Palace", a Chinese historical drama that weaves a tapestry of imperial intrigue and ambition. But beyond the ornate costumes and palace intrigue lies a fascinating world of marketing strategies and challenges [1]. This research embarks on a journey to unveil the intricacies of marketing “Empresses in the Palace.” Why delve into the marketing of a historical drama, you might ask? The answer is multifaceted.

Firstly, in the fast-paced modern world, historical dramas are not mere stories of the past; they are conduits to the cultural heritage. In an age of rapid change, these dramas serve as cultural anchors, evoking nostalgia and connecting humans with their identity. Understanding how they are marketed reveals the art of bringing history to the present, shedding light on the significance of historical narratives in contemporary society.

Secondly, this research encounters the reality that marketing historical dramas is complex. It involves a unique set of challenges that demand innovative solutions. Bridging the chasm between history and contemporary audiences, sustaining engagement over a series, and navigating the competitive landscape of the entertainment industry are hurdles that require strategic ingenuity [2]. This exploration seeks to peel back the layers of historical drama marketing, understanding not just the "what" but the "how" and "why." The journey begins with a trip back in time to the imperial courts, where history meets entertainment.

1.2. Literature Review

As scholars embark on the journey to unravel the intricacies of marketing "Empresses in the Palace," it is imperative to build upon the foundation laid by scholars and experts who have ventured
into marketing and entertainment. The pursuit of understanding the nuances of historical drama marketing draws inspiration from the works of Wang, Zhang, and Lin, who have explored the intricacies of emotional interaction, product perception, and the utilization of cutting-edge technology in marketing.

Wang and Zhang’s research unveiled the profound significance of emotional interaction in shaping the perception of products. They astutely observed that, under the same conditions, female intelligent voice assistants tend to personify more than their male counterparts. Their findings shed light on the delicate balance of human emotion and technology, a balance that resonates with the exploration of audience engagement in historical dramas.

Lin’s work delved into human physiological parameters and the application of convolutional neural networks. This technical prowess in understanding human emotion and response parallels the quest to captivate contemporary audiences with the rich historical narratives presented in “Empresses in the Palace.”

However, a conspicuous gap emerges as scholars delve deeper into the literature. While scholars have illuminated the path in contemporary entertainment marketing, the unique landscape of historical drama promotion has been shrouded in obscurity. This research gap presents us with a unique opportunity. While much of the scholarly work has traversed the well-trodden paths of modern marketing, historical dramas remain somewhat uncharted territory. The limited exploration of this genre's specific challenges and strategies creates a void waiting to be filled.

In contrast to the familiar terrain of contemporary marketing, the historical drama genre offers distinct challenges. Bridging the chasm between historical authenticity and recent relevance, sustaining viewer engagement over episodes, and differentiating in a competitive field are areas where the research spotlight is yet to shine brightly.

1.3. Research Gap

Marketing historical dramas represent a distinctive challenge within the ever-evolving entertainment landscape. It's a challenge that demands a nuanced understanding of historical authenticity, a keen insight into contemporary audience preferences, and an ability to navigate the competitive entertainment industry [3]. Embark on exploring marketing strategies employed in historical dramas encounter a notable research gap in this domain. While the vast expanse of literature has extensively studied modern marketing paradigms, including emotional interaction, product perception, and cutting-edge technology, historical dramas have yet to be considered. This is particularly noteworthy given the unique complexities surrounding promoting historical narratives. The gap becomes evident, and the absence of literature that delves into the specific challenges faced by historical drama marketers. These challenges include:

1.3.1 Authenticity vs. Relatability

Historical dramas must strike a delicate balance between authenticity and relatability. They must transport viewers to a different era while ensuring the narratives remain relevant to contemporary audiences. This intricate dance between the past and the present presents marketers with a challenge yet to be thoroughly explored.

1.3.2 Sustained Viewer Engagement

Unlike standalone films, historical dramas span multiple episodes or seasons. Sustaining viewer engagement over an extended period poses unique challenges. It involves captivating audiences initially and maintaining their interest throughout the narrative journey.

1.3.3 Competitive Landscape

The entertainment industry is fiercely competitive. Historical dramas face competition not only from other genres but also from international productions. Understanding how to differentiate and position a historical drama in this crowded space remains an understudied aspect.
Set forth on the research journey to dissect the marketing strategies employed in "Empresses in the Palace," the scholars do so with the awareness that the findings will contribute to filling this research void. This study aims to shed light on the complexities of historical drama marketing, providing insights that can guide marketers in this unique realm.

2. Case Description

2.1. Empresses in the Palace: Weaving the Tapestry of Imperial Intrigue

In the vast landscape of Chinese historical dramas, "Empresses in the Palace" stands as a towering masterpiece, captivating audiences with its opulent portrayal of courtly life, power struggles, and the intrigues that unfolded within the hallowed halls of the Forbidden City.

2.2. Plot and Setting

Set against the backdrop of the Qing Dynasty, this epic historical drama immerses viewers in the luxury of the imperial court during the 18th century. The narrative revolves around the life of Zhen Huan, a courageous young woman who navigates the treacherous waters of the harem to become Empress [4]. It is a tale of ambition, survival, and the delicate dance of power and influence in the heart of the Forbidden City.

The meticulous attention to historical detail is a hallmark of "Empresses in the Palace." From the splendid costumes to the intricately designed palace interiors, every element of the show transports viewers to a bygone era, making them feel like participants in the grandeur and intrigue of Qing Dynasty court life [5].

2.3. Marketing Challenges and Strategies Employed

The marketing of “Empresses in the Palace” was challenging. Historical dramas, while beloved by many, require a delicate balance between preserving historical authenticity and catering to modern audience tastes. Some of the key marketing challenges included:

2.3.1 Cultural Authenticity

Maintaining cultural and historical authenticity was paramount. Viewers expected a faithful representation of Qing Dynasty court life, and any deviation could lead to a backlash. The marketing team had to convey the show’s commitment to historical accuracy [6].

2.3.2 Sustained Engagement

With over 76 episodes, sustaining viewer engagement throughout the series was a significant challenge. Marketing efforts are needed to attract initial viewers and keep them invested in the intricate plotlines and character developments [7].

2.3.3 Competition

“Empresses in the Palace” faced competition from other historical dramas and international productions. To stand out, marketing strategies had to emphasize the series’ unique storytelling and production quality.

In response to these challenges, the marketing team employed several strategies. They leveraged the show’s historical accuracy as a selling point, highlighting the meticulous research and attention to detail. They also used social media platforms to engage with viewers, providing behind-the-scenes glimpses and interactive content to keep the audience intrigued [8]. “Empresses in the Palace” is a testament to the power of historical dramas to captivate audiences, transcending time and culture. Delving deeper into this case study, this study will explore the marketing strategies in greater detail and uncover the lessons that can be gleaned from its success.
3. Analysis of the Problem

3.1. Current Situation of “Empresses in the Palace” Marketing Model

To dissect the marketing model employed by "Empresses in the Palace," it is essential to assess the current landscape. This section delves into the existing marketing strategies and their outcomes for this acclaimed historical drama series.

"Empresses in the Palace" embarked on its journey with the ambitious goal of captivating audiences with an authentic portrayal of Qing Dynasty court life. In this regard, it undeniably succeeded [9]. The meticulous attention to historical detail, lavish production values, and compelling narrative drew viewers into the opulent world of imperial China.

3.1.1 Marketing strategies employed

Historical Authenticity: One of the primary pillars of the marketing strategy was the commitment to historical authenticity. The series showcased a rich tapestry of costumes, sets, and cultural nuances that transported viewers to the Qing Dynasty. This commitment to accuracy was prominently featured in promotional materials.

Engagement through Social Media: Recognizing the importance of viewer engagement, the marketing team leveraged social media platforms. They created official accounts to share behind-the-scenes content, interact with fans, and initiate discussions around the show. Interactive quizzes, character profiles, and teaser videos generated buzz and sustained interest.

International Distribution: To expand its global reach, “Empresses in the Palace” was distributed internationally under “The Legend of Zhen Huan.” This strategic move opened up new markets and introduced the series to a diverse global audience.

3.1.2 Outcomes

The marketing strategies for “Empresses in the Palace” yielded significant results. The series became a cultural phenomenon in China and garnered an international following [10]. Viewers praised its historical accuracy and compelling storytelling. Social media engagement was robust, with fans actively participating in discussions and fan communities.

However, within the realm of success lie areas of opportunity and challenge:

3.1.3 Identified problems

Sustainability of Viewer Engagement: While the series initially captured viewers’ attention, sustaining engagement over its 76-episode run proved a formidable challenge. Viewer fatigue and waning interest were observed in later episodes.

Differentiation in a Crowded Genre: Historical dramas are abundant in Chinese entertainment. Despite the series' quality, distinguishing itself from other historical dramas in China and internationally remained challenging.

3.1.4 Influencing factors

The identified problems can be attributed to several influencing factors:

Episode Length: The extended length of the series posed challenges in maintaining viewer interest. Shorter attention spans and the need for a continuous narrative arc were factors to consider.

Competition: The historical drama genre is highly competitive. Rival productions vied for the same viewer base, necessitating a distinct marketing strategy.

3.2. Problem Identified in the Marketing Model of “Empresses in the Palace”

Examine the marketing model of "Empresses in the Palace" and encounter a central challenge that warrants in-depth analysis: the sustainability of viewer engagement throughout its extended narrative. "Empresses in the Palace" embarked on a grand narrative journey spanning 76 episodes, a format standard in Chinese historical dramas. While this expansive storytelling allowed for intricate
character development and plot twists, it also posed a formidable challenge: sustaining viewer engagement from the series' beginning to its conclusion.

The problem of sustaining viewer engagement can be dissected into several facets:

**Viewer Fatigue:** The extended length of the series, while allowing for a rich narrative, can lead to viewer fatigue. Maintaining interest in a story over such a protracted period can be demanding on the audience.

**Varying Plot Intensity:** Not all episodes possess the same level of narrative intensity. Moments of intrigue and drama are interspersed with quieter, character-driven episodes. This variance can lead to fluctuations in viewer engagement.

**Competition for Attention:** In an era of abundant entertainment options, viewers are presented with many choices. The challenge lies in capturing their initial interest and ensuring they remain committed to the series amidst competing content.

### 3.3. Reason Analysis of the Problem

To understand the root causes of the problem, this study must consider the nature of historical dramas and the evolving preferences of modern audiences.

**Episode Length:** While the extended episode format allows for in-depth storytelling, it also demands a significant time commitment from viewers. Committing to a long-running series can be a deterrent in an era of fast-paced content consumption.

**Narrative Structure:** The narrative structure of “Empresses in the Palace” includes periods of slower character development and political maneuvering, interspersed with high-stakes drama. This variance can lead to uneven engagement, with some episodes more captivating than others.

**Changing Viewer Behavior:** How audiences consume content has evolved. Viewers are accustomed to binge-watching shorter series with continuous narratives. The episodic format of traditional television presents challenges in maintaining engagement.

### 4. Suggestions

#### 4.1. Strategies to Address the Challenge of Sustaining Viewer Engagement

The challenge of sustaining viewer engagement throughout the extended narrative of “Empresses in the Palace” necessitates a comprehensive approach. To combat the issue of fluctuating viewer interest within this historical drama, this study proposes a series of strategies aimed at enhancing the overall marketing model:

**Episode Structuring for Consistent Engagement:** One fundamental solution involves reevaluating the episode structure. By introducing minor cliffhangers or compelling plot developments at the end of each episode, viewers can be encouraged to continue watching. This strategic structuring can help maintain consistent engagement across episodes, ensuring viewers eagerly anticipate the next installment.

**Viewer Engagement Initiatives:** Engaging viewers during episodes with slower pacing is essential. Implementing viewer engagement initiatives such as interactive polls, contests, or discussions can sustain interest throughout the narrative. Encouraging viewers to participate in activities related to the series actively can foster a sense of community and involvement.

**Leveraging Digital Streaming Platforms:** Collaborating with digital streaming platforms offers opportunities to explore alternative release formats. Consider releasing episodes in smaller, more digestible segments that align with modern viewing habits. This approach caters to changing audience preferences and facilitates binge-watching, ensuring viewers remain immersed in the story.

**Engaging Promotional Content:** Creating engaging promotional content is crucial between episodes. Offering viewers behind-the-scenes footage, interviews with the cast and crew, or short teasers for upcoming episodes can help maintain their investment in the narrative. This supplemental material bridges narrative gaps and keeps viewers eagerly anticipating what lies ahead.
Personalized Viewer Recommendations: The implementation of recommendation algorithms represents a sophisticated strategy. Viewers are guided toward episodes that align with their interests by providing personalized viewing suggestions based on individual preferences and viewing history. This approach reduces the risk of disengagement by ensuring that each viewer’s experience remains tailored to their tastes.

Establishing a Viewer Feedback Mechanism: A robust feedback mechanism allows viewers to provide input on the series. Listening to viewer opinions and adapting the narrative accordingly is crucial. Addressing concerns and incorporating viewer feedback ensures the series remains responsive to the audience's evolving expectations.

Thematic Viewer Events: Organizing thematic viewer events or watch parties can foster a sense of community among fans. These gatherings allow viewers to come together, discuss the series, and share their thoughts. Encouraging the formation of online communities and fan clubs can also enhance engagement.

Short-Form Content: Creating short-form content, such as character-focused mini-episodes or animated shorts, is valuable for bridging narrative gaps. These supplementary materials not only sustain viewer interest during slower-paced episodes but also enrich the overall viewing experience.

Episode Synopsis and Highlights: Providing episode synopses and highlights before each episode can serve as a valuable reminder for viewers. These previews offer a quick recap of crucial plot points and entice viewers with teasers, reducing the likelihood of disengagement.

Introducing Seasonal Breaks: Introducing seasonal breaks or mid-season finales can provide viewers with a sense of closure and anticipation for the next installment. This hiatus period offers the opportunity to generate excitement for what's to come, ensuring viewers remain invested in the series.

Incorporating these strategies into the marketing model for historical dramas, exemplified by "Empresses in the Palace," offers a holistic approach to sustaining viewer engagement. These solutions recognize the dynamic landscape of viewer behavior and preferences while preserving the timeless appeal of this captivating genre.

4.2. Enhancing Marketing Communication and Promotion

Effective communication and promotion are cornerstones of marketing historical dramas such as "Empresses in the Palace." This study proposes various strategies to bolster the marketing model to enhance these crucial aspects.

Multi-Channel Marketing Campaigns: Launching multi-channel marketing campaigns that span various platforms, including television, social media, and streaming services, can maximize exposure and engage a broader audience. Creating a consistent presence across these channels ensures potential viewers encounter the series from multiple angles, increasing its visibility and appeal [11].

Digital Storytelling: Leveraging digital storytelling techniques is critical to captivating viewers. Producing short webisodes or video teasers that offer intriguing glimpses into the series' narrative, characters, and historical context can create anticipation and curiosity. These digital storytelling elements serve as hooks, enticing viewers to delve deeper into the story.

Engaging Social Media: Harnessing the power of social media fosters a sense of community and interaction among viewers. Developing engaging content, including quizzes, polls, and fan discussions, maintains ongoing interest and encourages sharing [12]. Social media becomes a dynamic platform for viewer engagement, where fans can connect, share their thoughts, and participate actively in the series’ promotional journey.

Influencer Partnerships: Collaborating with social media influencers, particularly those with an affinity for historical dramas, can significantly impact viewers’ decisions. Influencers bring authenticity and relatability to their endorsements, reviews, and content creation. Their engagement with the series can extend its reach to their dedicated followers.

Exclusive Behind-the-Scenes Access: Offering exclusive behind-the-scenes access to the making of the series deepens viewers' connection to the production. Interviews with the cast and crew, set
tours, and glimpses into costume and assessment design provide viewers with an insider's perspective. This exclusive content adds layers to the viewing experience, making it more immersive and personal.

Interactive Storytelling: Experimenting with interactive storytelling formats, such as choose-your-own-adventure episodes or augmented reality experiences, engages viewers in a more immersive and participatory manner. These innovations transform passive viewing into an interactive journey, where viewers’ choices influence the narrative direction.

Partnership with Historical Experts: Collaborating with historical experts and scholars ensures historical accuracy and provides educational content alongside the series. This appeals to viewers interested in the historical context of the narrative. Expert insights and supplementary materials enrich the viewing experience by offering a deeper understanding of the era depicted.

Cross-Promotions and Merchandise: Exploring cross-promotions with relevant brands and merchandise tie-ins creates buzz and extends the series’ reach. Limited-edition collectibles, fashion collaborations, or themed products capitalize on viewer enthusiasm and transform it into tangible, shareable items that further promote the series.

Interactive Viewing Apps: Developing interactive viewing apps that allow viewers to delve deeper into the storyline enhances the viewing experience. These apps can include features such as character profiles, historical background information, and interactive maps. Viewers become active participants in unraveling the narrative.

Viewer-Generated Content: Encouraging viewers to create and share their content related to the series fosters a dedicated fan community. Hosting fan fiction contests, fan art showcases, or video reaction competitions acknowledges viewers’ creativity and builds a sense of belonging and shared enthusiasm.

Tailored Release Schedule: Tailoring the release schedule to accommodate viewers’ preferences is essential. Consider releasing episodes during peak viewing hours or aligning releases with historical anniversaries or relevant events. This strategic timing ensures that viewers can engage with the series conveniently.

Viewer Surveys and Feedback Integration: Conducting regular viewer surveys to gather feedback on the series and its marketing efforts is a valuable practice. Integrating this feedback into ongoing promotional strategies ensures responsiveness to viewer preferences and demonstrates a commitment to delivering an exceptional viewing experience.

By implementing these strategies, the marketing model for historical dramas can effectively enhance its communication and promotional efforts. These solutions recognize the dynamic nature of modern marketing and aim to engage viewers through compelling storytelling, interactivity, and community-building.

4.3. Ensuring Accessibility and Localization

Subtitling and Dubbing Services: To ensure that "Empresses in the Palace" is accessible to a global audience, investing in professional subtitling and dubbing services is essential. Providing high-quality subtitles in multiple languages and offering proficient dubbing can effectively break down language barriers, ensuring the series is comprehensible and engaging for viewers worldwide.

Cultural Sensitivity Assessment: Maintaining cultural sensitivity is paramount in preserving the authenticity of the series. Thorough assessments should be conducted to avoid misrepresentations, stereotypes, or historical inaccuracies that may offend or alienate viewers from diverse cultural backgrounds. The string should celebrate history, culture, and storytelling that respects the intricacies of each culture it reaches.

Customized Marketing Campaigns: Tailoring marketing campaigns to align with various target audiences' cultural and regional preferences is crucial. Customization of promotional materials, slogans, and imagery can resonate more deeply with viewers from different regions, fostering a sense of cultural relevance and personal connection.

Collaboration with Streaming Platforms: Strategic partnerships with international streaming platforms are crucial to expanding the series' accessibility. The series can gain significant visibility
and reach a wider audience by securing distribution rights and collaborating with media with a global presence. These collaborations facilitate the seamless delivery of content to viewers around the world.

Fan Engagement in Localization: Empowering the fan community to participate in localization efforts can be a valuable resource. Encouraging fan-subbing and fan-dubbing initiatives allows passionate viewers to create unofficial versions of the series in various languages. Recognizing and celebrating these contributions strengthens fan loyalty and enhances accessibility.

Interactive Viewing Experience: The series can offer an interactive viewing experience that empowers viewers to choose subtitles or dubbing options that align with their preferences. This flexibility ensures that viewers have control over their language choices, enhancing their engagement with the content.

Diverse Casting and Representation: Diverse casting and representation within the series must resonate with a global audience. A cast that reflects different ethnicities and backgrounds makes the story more relatable and appealing to viewers worldwide. Representation matters, and it enriches the viewing experience.

Culturally Inclusive Bonus Content: To provide viewers with a deeper understanding of the historical and cultural context of the narrative, including culturally inclusive bonus content alongside the series is advisable. This can take the form of documentaries, interviews, or featurettes that offer insights into the era depicted. Such content adds educational value and enriches the viewing experience.

Viewer Feedback Channels: Establishing dedicated channels for viewer feedback and suggestions related to accessibility and localization is essential. Listening to viewer input and implementing changes or improvements based on their recommendations demonstrates a commitment to delivering an exceptional and inclusive viewing experience.

Localization Guidelines: Developing comprehensive localization guidelines is crucial to ensure the adaptation of the series for different regions maintains consistency and quality. These guidelines should cover language, cultural nuances, and historical accuracy to preserve the integrity of the narrative.

Inclusive Marketing Collateral: Marketing collateral, including posters, trailers, and promotional materials, should reflect diversity and inclusivity. Representation in marketing materials attracts a more varied audience and demonstrates a commitment to inclusivity and cultural relevance.

Celebrating Cultural Festivals: Capitalizing on cultural festivals and events to launch specific marketing campaigns can create meaningful connections with local audiences. Celebrating holidays and festivities from different regions fosters a sense of cultural resonance and engagement.

5. Conclusion

5.1. Conclusion of Key Findings

In summary, this research has delved into the intricate realm of film and television marketing, specifically focusing on the case of "Empresses in the Palace." The analysis of the current marketing model highlighted both its strengths and weaknesses, providing valuable insights into the challenges faced by historical drama genres. The suggested strategies for optimization aim to enhance accessibility, cultural relevance, and viewer engagement, thus contributing to the series’ global success.

Identifying marketing obstacles and formulating tailored solutions underscores the importance of adapting marketing approaches to align with diverse audience preferences and cultural sensitivities. By addressing these issues, the industry can better position itself to thrive in a highly competitive and globalized media landscape.

5.2. Research Significance

This research holds significant implications for the entertainment industry, shedding light on the complexities of marketing historical drama genres to a global audience. By exploring the "Empresses
in the Palace” case, this study has demonstrated the potential for cultural and historical narratives to captivate viewers worldwide. Furthermore, the strategies proposed in this study not only benefit the industry but also contribute to fostering cross-cultural understanding and appreciation. Through inclusive marketing practices and accessibility initiatives, the industry can promote cultural exchange and enrich the global media landscape. This research also underscores the business value of embracing diversity and localization as critical drivers of success in the international market.

5.3. Limitations and Future Studies

While this research offers valuable insights, it is essential to acknowledge its limitations. The primary burden lies in the reliance on secondary data and the absence of primary data collection methods, such as surveys or interviews. Future studies could explore these avenues to gather more nuanced and firsthand perspectives from industry professionals and viewers. Additionally, the research primarily focuses on the case of “Empresses in the Palace” within the context of Chinese historical dramas. Future studies could expand the scope to encompass a broader range of historical drama genres and examine their marketing dynamics in various cultural contexts.
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